
1st dam
VIBRANT, by Vicar. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $147,316 in N.A./U.S. Total: $149,903.
Dam of 5 other foals of racing age, 5 to race, 4 winners, including--


Tarpy’s Surprise (c. by Into Mischief). 3 wins, 3 to 6, 2016, $135,531.

2nd dam
MS PARAGON, by Tank’s Prospect. 2 wins, $40,717. Dam of 6 winners, incl.--

TRUE DIRECTION (c. by French Deputy). 8 wins, 3 to 6, $348,570. Fall Highweight H. [G3] (AQU, $66,960), Hirsch Jacobs S. [L] (PIM, $45,000), 2nd Mo Bay S., 3rd Riva Ridge Breeders’ Cup S. [G2] (BEL, $22,000), James B. Moseley Breeders’ Cup H. [L] (SUF, $20,000), Sire.

Williamthenchanted (c. by Williamstown). 9 wins, 2 to 5, $211,960, 3rd What a Pleasure S. [G3].

3rd dam


Majestic Jabot. 6 wins, 3 to 5, $78,948, 3rd Elkhorn S. [L] (KEE, $5,593), 4th Fair Grounds Classic [G3], Sire.

Testalino. 4 wins, 2 to 5, $169,112, 2nd Victoria Park S. [L], etc. Kerkchief. Unraced. Granddam of Bernini (2nd Premio Victoreado, etc.).

4th dam
Dam of 4 foals to race, all winners, including BIG SPRUCE (9 wins, $673,117, Governor S.-G1, San Luis Rey S.-G1, etc., sire), MANTA (18 wins, $502,889, g’dam of SEPTEMBER SECRET [G3]; POINCIANA; great-g’dam of Web Gem [G3], $331,177; Silver Safari, $351,979), JABOT (above). Great-g’dam of SANTU PRETU (champion in Venezuela).

Breeders’ Cup nominated.
KTDF.